
CALL FOR PROJECTS 
CHOREOGRAPHIC 
CREATIONS
Indoor Performances
Artists and companies

The Quartiers Danses Festival (FQD) is extending an invitation to emerging, mid-career, or 
established choreographers who would like to present a premiere work or new creation at 
its 17th edition, which will take place September 6 to 14, 2019.

The FQD is an annual event dedicated to artistic events and creation in contemporary 
dance and related physical art forms. It has taken as its mission to democratize 
original dance in all its forms and hybrids by making it more accessible to audiences in 
both traditional and unusual venues. The FQD primarily presents shows from local artists, 
but also frequently invites national and international creators. It adopts a 
multidisciplinary approach to original dance that includes presentation, performances, 
installations, films, exhibits, meetings, discussions, and, last but not least, cultural 
mediation workshops.

This call for projects is for choreographers, companies, or collectives who would like to 
present a premiering choreographic work in one of our indoor shows.

The festival is interested in unique dance creations or works that combine dance with 
other art forms, typically of 20 to 30 minutes in length.

To submit a project, please send us the following documents:

• A letter of intent to participate in the 17th edition of the festival in which you 
• specify that you are applying as an “Indoor Artist”;
• Description of project and artistic process;
• Biography of the choreographer or company and a curriculum vitae;
• A DVD or a USB stick with a video giving an overview of the suggested creation or   

of the choreographer’s work.



Please also fill in this form:

Indoor Performance
Project title
Length of choreographic work
Year of creation
Discipline(s)
Company/creator
City of origin
Number of dancers/performers
Artistic director/manager
Email
Telephone
technicals specs for
performance

Please ONLY send all documents by postal mail or drop them off at 

Festival Quartiers Danses
The programming committee
75 square Sir-Georges-Étienne-Cartier, suite 217, 
Montréal, QC H4C 3A1, 

Only complete applications will be considered.

The deadline to submit projects is December 3, 2018 at 11 am.
(no file will be accept after this date and time)

We are looking forward to discovering your creations!


